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PRESS RELEASE

RDSO Successfully conducted Oscillation Trials of Double-Decker AC-LHB coach at
speed of 180KMPH

coaches
RDSO is continuously endeavoring for the betterment of passenger
and in continuation to this crusade, the Testing Directorate of RDSO has completed
with 120
Oscillation Trials of newly designed AC- Double Decker chair car -LHB Coach
Division of West
seating capacity in Nagda -Kota-Sawai Madhopur section of Kota
Central Railway (WCR). This series of trails was carried out to prove the recent design
of the modern LHB coaches, and ascertain safety parameters including coach stability
to
characteristics starting with initial speed of 120 kmph which reached up
and

riding

180 kmph on Indian Railway track.
This trial was conducted back to back with High speed trials of LHB upg raded
field trials for 5 weeks at a
AC
car, for which RDSO testing team stayed on

pantry

stretch. The trials of Double Decker chair car -LHB Coach commenced on 6th July and
Coach was
completed on 18th July in one go without any break. Loading of the
coordinated in night with the help of Mechanical Dept. of Kota Division, so that no

break between the trial runs occurs and can be completed in time. Long Confirmatory
Run (LCR) was conducted for 66 kms at 180 kmph in empty and 51 kms in loaded
condition which was successfully completed on 18/07/22. Separate instrumentation

was done for longitudinal, vertical and lateral accelerometers for collecting data for
ride index assessment as per EN 12299 methodology during long runs for analysis
and research. The Testing Team of RDSO was comprised of Joint Director Shri R.S
of
Tiwari, Deputy Director Shri S. Tiru and other senior and qualified team members

Testing Directorate, RDSO. All the members of this team have been staying in Kota
for last 15 days and were working day and night to set up sensors for
instrumentation so that all useful data can be collected and conclusive results can be

achieved.
It was indeed a great challenge to maintain the speed of 180kmph, as many

Permanent Speed Restrictions and Temporary Speed Restrictions was operational in
this section resulting into frequent phases of high accelerations & braking. A thorough
action plan worked out with the traffic department of Kota division for these trials.

The Trail was conducted under the guidance of ED Testing, RDSO, Shri
Rupesh Kohli and with the assistance of supervisors of Kota Division, West Central
Railway (wCR). If these trials are proved successful, this rolling stock will be soon
issued a speed certificate of 160 KMPH.
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Kindly arrange to publish the above news item along with photograph in

your esteemed daily newspaper.
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(Dr. Ashish Agrawal)
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